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SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)
.22 Long RifLe

CaRtRidge

VeL. @ 15'
(f.p.s.)

eneRgy

(ft.-Lbs.)
gRoup size in inChes

smaLLest   LaRgest   aVeRage

Remington no. 6122
40-gR. LRn

1000 Avg.
49 Sd

89 1.26 5.10 2.86

fedeRaL no. 710
40-gR. LRn

1094 Avg.
19 Sd

106 1.98 3.04 2.48

WinChesteR 
no. X22LRh
37-gR. hp

1085 Avg.
25 Sd

97 1.50 3.20 2.31

aVeRage eXtReme spRead: 2.57

velocitieS repreSent An AverAge of 10 ShotS fired over A chronogrAph At 15 ft.  
AccurAcy reSultS repreSent An AverAge of five conSecutive, five-Shot groupS fired off 
SAndbAgS At 25 ydS. AbbreviAtionS: lrn (leAd round noSe), hp (hollow point),  
Sd (StAndArd deviAtion).

The American Rifleman has used the phrase “Dope Bag” since at least 1921, when Col. Townsend 
Whelen first titled his column with it. Even then, it had been in use for years, referring to a sack 
used by target shooters to hold ammunition and accessories on the firing line. “Sight dope” also 
was a traditional marksman’s term for sight-adjustment information, while judging wind speed 
and direction was called “doping the wind.”

WARNING: Technical data and information contained herein are intended to provide informa-
tion based on the limited experience of individuals under specific conditions and circumstances. 
They do not detail the comprehensive training procedures, techniques and safety precautions 
absolutely necessary to properly carry on similar activity. Read the notice and disclaimer on the 
contents page. Always consult comprehensive reference manuals and bulletins for details of 
proper training requirements, procedures, techniques and safety precautions before attempting 
any similar activity.

Now in its 57th year of pro-
duction, Ruger’s classic .22 
rimfire pistol continues to 

reinvent itself. The latest iteration of 
this icon is the 22/45 Mk III Hunter 
model intended for small-game 
hunting, plinking and informal tar-
get shooting.

The 22/45 Hunter has a grip 
frame molded from black Zytel 
polymer. Its 11 degree grip angle 

is similar to that of M1911 pistols. 
Weighing 5.4 ozs, this synthetic 
grip assembly is 58 percent lighter 
than the 12.8-oz. metal grip assem-
bly of the standard Mk III pistol. The 
light grip frame puts the center of 
balance just inside the front of the 
trigger guard. That creates a mild 
muzzle heaviness that aids sight 
alignment and reduces muzzle rise. 
With an empty weight of 33½ ozs., 
the Hunter can be carried comfort-
ably in the field for long periods.

The Hunter’s integral grip pan-
els are molded with a finely check-
ered flat diamond pattern with 
a red Ruger logo insert. To help 
maintain a secure grip, the back-
strap is checkered with a coarse, 

flat diamond pattern and the front-
strap with fine horizontal grooves. 
We found the 27⁄16" pull length and 
trigger position offered an espe-
cially comfortable grip for shoot-
ers with small hands. The trigger’s 
long take-up was completely offset 
by the 4-lb. pull weight with crisp 
let-off and short overtravel. 

As with disassembly and assem-
bly of all Ruger rimfire pistols, 
removal and installation of the 
(in)famous mainspring housing 
must be mastered in order to per-
form routine maintenance. While 
the process for the 22/45 Hunter 
differs slightly from that of the 
standard Mk III, it is easy once you 
get the knack of it, and the instruc-
tion manual clearly illustrates and 
describes the process. Once the 
mainspring housing assembly is 
removed, the receiver slides easily 
off the frame, allowing full access 
to the fire-control system.

The Hunter comes equipped with 
no less than four safety systems: a 
swinging-button manual safety, a 
magazine safety, an internal lock 
and a loaded-chamber indicator. 
The manual safety button locks the 
trigger, and the magazine-discon-
nect safety prevents the pistol from 
firing unless a magazine is fully 
inserted. The internal lock fixes the 
safety in the “on” position using a 
special key to prevent unauthorized 
use. The loaded-chamber indicator 
provides visual and tactile indication 
when a cartridge is in the chamber. 
While this may sound complicated, 
the systems are intuitive and func-
tion smoothly together. Because of 
the magazine safety and elongated 
magazine floorplate, 22/45 maga-
zines will not fit older Mk I or Mk II 
pistols or standard Mk III pistols.

With a sight radius of 91⁄8", high-
visibility front-sight blade inserts 
and a rear sight that is adjust-
able for windage and elevation, 
the Hunter comes well equipped 
for accurate shooting. Horizontal 

loops in the front sight blade hold 
a translucent red or yellow/green 
plastic rod with beads in diam-
eters of 0.095", 0.110" or 0.122". 
The rod is held in place by a small, 
flat spring that engages a notch 
on the rod. The rods are easy to 
change using the special plastic 
tool included for the purpose. The 
upper edge of the rear sight blade 
slopes downward to a shallow V 
notch. Beneath the notch is a verti-
cal white line. In use, the white line 
and high-visibility front sight are 
quickly and easily aligned. The 
receiver is also drilled and tapped 
for an included scope base.

The 6¾" fluted barrel of the 
Hunter is 0.875" in diameter with 
four full flutes and two partial flutes 
0.300" in width and 0.110" in depth 
to reduce weight. Accuracy of the 
Hunter proved more than adequate 
for the intended purpose. One fea-
ture the Hunter shares with most 
other Ruger semi-automatic .22 
pistols we have tested is flawless 
functioning with standard-velocity or 

high-velocity .22 Long Rifle ammu-
nition loaded with either solid or 
hollow-point bullets.

At the range, most observers 
commented favorably on the 22/45 
Hunter’s clean lines, crisp work-
manship and utilitarian materials. Its 
stainless steel barrel and receiver 
are corrosion-resistant, and the 
synthetic grip frame is corrosion-
proof. Both should provide many 
years of service with very little 
maintenance. 

Considering the high order of 
workmanship, flawless function-
ing, excellent sights and multiple 
safety systems, Ruger’s new 22/45 
Mk III Hunter is truly a pistol for 
all seasons.

RugeR 22/45 Mk III HunteR

RUGER 22/45 MK III HUNTER
manufaCtuReR: Sturm, ruger & co., 

inc. (dept. Ar), 1 lAcey plAce, 
Southport, ct 06890; 
(203) 256-3860; www.ruger.com

CaLibeR: .22 long rifle
aCtion type: Semi-AutomAtic 

rimfire piStol
fRame: molded blAck Zytel Synthetic
baRReL: 6¾", fluted StAinleSS Steel
RifLing: 1:16", Six-groove, rh twiSt
sights: rAmped-poSt front with inter-

chAngeAble high-viSibility plAStic 
inSertS; notched-blAde reAr, click-
AdjuStAble for windAge And 
elevAtion; receiver drilled And 
tApped for Scope bASeS

tRiggeR puLL: Single Action, 4 lbS.
oVeRaLL Length: 107⁄8"
height: 55⁄8"
Width: 1"
Weight: 33½ oZS.
aCCessoRies: plAStic cASe, inStruc-

tion mAnuAl, Six high-viSibility front 
Sight blAde inSertS, Sight inSert 
tool, two wrencheS for internAl 
lock, extrA mAgAZine, Scope bASe

suggested RetaiL pRiCe: $487

The elongated 
floorplate used 

for the 22/45 Mk 
III’s magazine 

(l.), along with 
its facility for 
use with the 
gun’s maga-

zine disconnect 
safety, preclude 

its use in stan-
dard Mk III pis-
tols with metal 

frames.

An internal locking system oper-
ated by a special key prevents 
unauthorized use by locking the 
safety in the “on” position, prevent-
ing the bolt from being opened.

The rear sight 
blade features a 
shallow V notch 
with a vertical 
white line.
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Escort semi-automatic shot-
guns are made in Turkey 
by Hatsan Arms Co. and 

imported by Legacy Sports. When 
importation of Turkish-made shot-
guns first began, the jury remained 
out on the question of quality. Now 
the jury has returned a verdict: 
Escort shotguns offer a host of fea-
tures and significant value.

Hatsan Arms accomplished this 
by licensing mature Italian shot-
gun designs and building them on 
modern machinery in Turkey. Look 
closely at the Escort Combo shot-
gun, and you will see the unmistak-
able styling and mechanical cues 
from its Italian heritage, such as the 
vented fore-end and sophisticated 
gas system. By taking advantage 
of the low labor costs in Turkey, 
Hatsan can offer a shotgun loaded 
with features at an attractive price.

Legacy’s Escort Combo consists 
of a 12- or 20-ga., 3" magnum shot-
gun with two nickel-chrome steel 

barrels: a 24" barrel with an adjust-
able sight for turkey hunting and 
a 28" barrel for waterfowl hunting. 
The barrels accept screw-in choke 
tubes, and four are included—
three internal type (improved cyl-
inder, modified, and full) suitable 
for steel shot and one external, 
extra-full turkey type for lead shot. 
Both barrels have aluminum alloy 
ventilated ribs with cross hatching 
to reduce glare and chrome-lined 
bores to facilitate cleaning.

The Escort 24" turkey barrel 
has a HiViz front sight with yellow/
green, interchangeable light pipes 
having triangular tips of different 
heights for vertical adjustment 
of the shot pattern impact point. 
In addition, the front sight can be 
pivoted to adjust for windage. The 
U-shaped rear sight has a fixed 
light pipe with a tip on both sides 
of the U. In use, the two tips can be 
quickly aligned with the triangle 
front sight.

Gas operation is by means 
of two angled holes in the bar-
rel about 10¾" in front of the 
bolt face that bleed gas into a 
collar under the barrel. The gas 
impinges on a sliding piston 
that pushes the dual operating 
rods and bolt to the rear against 
a captive recoil spring on the 
magazine tube. When the piston 
clears the collar, gas in excess of 
that needed to cycle the action is 
vented inside the fore-end. It then 
exits through eight angled slots.

Barrels are interchangeable by 
removing the magazine cap and 
sliding them forward. The single 
locking lug on the upper surface of 
the bolt locks into a depression in 
the barrel extension. The receiver 
holds the magazine tube, fire-
control assembly and bolt/carrier 
assembly. Magazine capacity is 
four rounds with one in the cham-
ber and two rounds plus one in the 
chamber for waterfowl with the 
included plug installed.

The bolt-release button is on the 
lower left side of the receiver, and 

the crossbolt safety is in the rear 
of the trigger guard. The magazine 
cut-off button is located on the 
right front side of the receiver. To 
load the Escort, a shell is placed 
on the lifter inside the receiver and 
the bolt-release button is pressed. 
With the safety on, additional 
shells can be inserted in the maga-
zine tube through the opening in 
the bottom of the receiver.

As appropriate for use in wet, 
cold climates where any bright 
object may cause birds to flare, 
Hatsan has equipped the Escort 
Combo with a synthetic stock that 
is impervious to moisture, a 137⁄8" 
pull on the stock for use with heavy 
coats, and Mossy Oak Obsession 
camouflage finish on the fore-end, 
stock and external metal surfaces. 
Another indication of the atten-
tion to detail was the black finish 
on the bolt and operating handle 
to eliminate reflective surfaces. In 
addition, there are two European 
specialties: the magazine cut-off 
switch and sling swivels.

We found the Escort to be 
surprisingly lively for a magnum 
waterfowl/turkey shotgun weigh-
ing just over 7 lbs. Empty balance 
is just forward of the rear edge 
of the fore-end, placing the mass 
between the shooter’s off-hand and 

shoulder for a controlled swing. 
With the 28" barrel, we found the 
Escort placed shot patterns consis-
tently low and left.

Operation of the Escort proved 
intuitive with all controls well-
placed. Trigger pull was crisp with 
very little take-up or overtravel. 
Functioning proved flawless with 
all 2¾" and 3" loads tested. Recoil 
proved very heavy with 3" loads 
and moderately heavy with 2¾" 
magnum loads. Replacing the hard 
rubber recoil pad with a softer pad, 
adding weight and porting the 
barrels would help tame the heavy 
recoil but, of course, would also 
raise the price.

The Escort Combo is an excel-
lent value for the waterfowler or 
turkey hunter who enjoys both 
seasons, but does not want to pur-
chase two separate shotguns. 

Two holes in the barrel bleed gas into a collar 
where it impinges on a sliding piston. The piston 
pushes the dual operating rods and bolt to the 
rear against the recoil spring. Gas not needed to 
cycle the action is vented.

The rear sight can be mounted 
anywhere along the ventilated rib, 
although Hatsan recommends plac-
ing it 20" from the front sight.

Legacy’s Escort 
Combo consists of 
a gas-operated, 3” 
magnum shotgun 
with two barrels: 
a 24” barrel with 

an adjustable 
HiViz sight for 

turkey hunting 
and a 28” barrel 

for waterfowl 
hunting. Both 

barrels have 
chrome-lined 

bores and accept 
a wide variety 
of internal or 

external screw-in 
choke tubes.

LEGACY ESCORT SHOTGUN
manufaCtuReR: hAtSAn ArmS co., iZmir-

AnkArA kArAyolu 28. km no. 289, 
kemAlpASA tr-35170 iZmir, turkey

impoRteR: legAcy SportS int’l (dept. 
Ar), 4750 lAngley lAne, Suite 
208, reno, nv 89502; (775) 828-
0555; www.legAcySportS.com

gauge: 12, 3" (teSted); 20, 3"
aCtion type: gAS-operAted, Semi- 

AutomAtic Shotgun
ReCeiVeR: Aluminum Alloy
baRReLs: 24" And 28", chrome-lined 

with ventilAted rib
Chokes: three internAl choke tubeS: 

full, modified, improved cylinder; 
one externAl choke tube: turkey

sights: 24" bArrel: hiviZ front with 
interchAngeAble green/yellow light 
pipeS, AdjuStAble for windAge And 
elevAtion, detAchAble hiviZ reAr; 
28" bArrel: hiviZ front beAd

tRiggeR puLL: 3 lbS., 8 oZS.
stoCk: Synthetic with moSSy oAk 

obSeSSion cAmo finiSh, ventilAted 
rubber recoil pAd: length of pull 
137⁄8", drop At heel (AdjuStAble) 
2½", drop At comb 19⁄16" 

oVeRaLL Length: 475⁄8" (28" bArrel)
Weight: 7 lbS., 6 oZS. (28" bArrel)
aCCessoRies: hArd-plAStic cArry cASe, 

inStruction mAnuAl, extrA bArrel, 
cAble gun lock, choke-tube key, four 
choke tubeS, choke-tube box, Screw 
driver, two Stock ShimS, two rubber 
“o” ringS, four high-viSibility front 
Sight light-pipe inSertS, mAgAZine-
Spring follower, mAgAZine plug

suggested RetaiL pRiCe: $574

Legacy escoRt 
coMbo sHotgun

SHOOTING RESULTS
24" BARREL

 AverAge of 10 pAtternS @ 40 ydS.

14     18

28     36

26     34

11     17

= point of hold
wincheSter xx mAgnum no. x123xc 

12-gA., 3", 17⁄8 oZ., no. 4 
copper-buffered leAd

AverAge pellet count: 245
meASured velocity @ 3 ft.:

1118 f.p.S. 
remAining energy per pellet:

3.7 ft.-lbS.

totAl hitS  184   (75%)
21" inner circle 124   (51%)
30" outer ring 60   (24%)

SHOOTING RESULTS
28" BARREL

 AverAge of 10 pAtternS @ 40 ydS.

23     9

55     29

46     31

21     10

= point of hold
environ metAl heAvy-Shot
12-gA., 23⁄4", 11⁄4 oZ., no. 6 

heAvi-Shot
AverAge pellet count: 257
meASured velocity @ 3 ft.:

1327 f.p.S. 
remAining energy per pellet:

2.3 ft.-lbS.

totAl hitS  224   (88%)
21" inner circle 161   (63%)
30" outer ring 63   (25%)
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When designing its Ballistic 
Plex reticle, engineers at 
Burris observed that the 

trajectories of many popular car-
tridges (such as the .243 Win. with a 
100-gr. bullet, .270 Win. with a 150-gr. 
bullet and .30-’06 Sprg. with a 165-gr. 
bullet) were remarkably similar. 
Using Sierra’s Infinity Ballistics 
Software and extensive testing, they 
developed a set of ballistic refer-
ence lines for a number of different 
cartridges and loads. 

In theory, one zeroes the scope 
at 100 yds. using the center of the 
crosshairs. The successive ballistic 
reference lines are then used to shoot 
at 200, 300 and 400 yds., respectively. 
For shooting at 500 yds., the junction 
of the thick and thin segments of the 
lower vertical crosshair is used as the 
aiming point. However, Burris recom-
mends shooting tests to verify the 
accuracy of the reference lines. 

Since the Ballistic Plex reticle is in 
the second focal plane, the factory-
calibrated trajectory compensation 

is accurate at only one magnification, 
indicated by a dot on the power ring. 
Also, the Ballistic Plex is not designed 
to assist with range estimation, but 
should be used in conjunction with 
a laser rangefinder or some similar 
device. When the reticle is used with 
higher-velocity magnums, the center 
of the crosshairs can be zeroed at 200 
yds., assigning the ballistic reference 
lines to 300, 400, 500 and 600 yds.

We tested a Fullfield II 4.5-14x42 
mm scope with a Ballistic Plex reticle, 
and like the 15 other models in the 
line, it had a 1" one-piece aircraft-
aluminum tube, multicoating on all 
lenses, steel-on-steel clickers, double 
internal springs, quad seals in the 
ocular/power-ring area and full 
waterproofing and nitrogen purging.  

We mounted our Fullfield II 
scope on a highly accurate Howa 
1500 heavy-barreled .308 Win. tar-
get rifle, using a Farrell Picatinny rail 
base and TRS steel rings. Federal’s 
155-gr. Gold Medal match ammuni-
tion was used to calibrate the scope. 

The Ballistic Plex is not specifically 
calibrated for this load; however, it is 
calibrated for 150-gr., .30-’06 Sprg. 
ammunition, which is ballistically 
similar. In any event, we wanted to 
see how easy it would be to recali-
brate the Ballistic Plex for this load.

With initial zeroing done at 100 
yds. at the recommended 14X 
magnification, the 200- and 300-yd. 
zeros indicated by the reticle were 
acceptably close to the actual bul-
let trajectory. The 400- and 500-yd. 
reticle zeros, however, were off 
roughly 4" and 7", respectively. Using 
the instruction sheet, we recalibrated 
the reticle to the actual ballistics of 
a load by forgoing the 100-yd. zero, 
and instead zeroing the scope at 400 
yds. using the 400-yd. reference line 
on the reticle. That placed the zeros 
indicated by the reticle within 2" of 
the actual bullet impacts.

With a little effort on the 
shooter’s part, the 4.5-14x42 mm 
Fullfield II is a versatile optical tool 
suitable for both big-game and 
varmint hunting. 

buRRIs FuLLFIeLd II
4.5-14X42 MM
baLLIstIc PLeX

BURRIS FULLFIELD II
manufaCtuReR: burriS co., inc. 

(dept. Ar), 331 e. 8th St., gree-
ley, co 80631; (970) 356-1670; 
www.burriSopticS.com

modeL: 200183
magnifiCation and objeCtiVe: 

4.5-14x42 mm
tube diameteR: 1"
finish: mAtte-blAck AnodiZing 
fieLd of VieW (ft. @ 100 yds.):  

22 ft. (4.5x), 7.5 ft. (14x)
eye ReLief: 3.1"-3.8"
CLiCk VaLue: ¼" @ 100 ydS.
Windage and eLeVation adjustment 

Range: 40" @ 100 ydS. (w), 40" 
@ 100 ydS. (e)

RetiCLe: bAlliStic plex 
Length: 13"
Weight: 18 oZS.
featuRes: objective pArAllAx focuS 

ring, AdjuStAble from 50 ydS. to 
infinity; rubber-coAted oculAr 
focuSing ring

aCCessoRies: owner’S mAnuAl, lenS 
coverS 

options: SunShAde
suggested RetaiL pRiCe: $602

The Ballistic 
Plex reticle can 
be used to aim 
dead-on at 100 
to 500 yds. with 
a variety of stan-
dard cartridges, 
and 200 to 600 
yds. with many 
magnums.


